PRESS RELEASE

Pending OCI Cards with CGI New York

CGI New York has around 1500 OCI cards which are pending delivery since 2006. This is because of different issues including applicants not contacting Consulate for collection and inadequate contact information.

2. In this regard, all concerned applicants who had applied for OCI card but never collected the same are requested to contact Vice Consul (OCI), CGI New York by email at helpline.newyork@mea.gov.in (use subject line: Pending OCI Collection).

3. Concerned person should send scanned copy of their US passport, OCI Web Reference details and PIO card, (in case of conversion of PIO in OCI).

4. If we do not receive response within four weeks of this notice we will cancel these OCI cards and we will not be able to entertain these OCI card claims in future.

CGI, New York
December 24, 2018